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Abstract|We propose a positioning method for out-

door navigation of a mobile robot, by fusing dead reck-

oning and the tree detection sensor which consists of

Sonar and Vision. A street lined with trees is assumed

to be the mobile robot's outdoor work space. In this

environment, trees are good landmarks for robot's po-

sition estimation. This paper describes a method for

robot position estimation by fusion of dead reckoning

and tree detection sensor based on maximum likeli-

hood estimation at �rst. Then, the method for the

detection of tree using the sensor system with sonar

and vision mounted in one body is described. At last,

the experimental results of self-guidance with the ex-

perimental autonomous mobile robot \YAMABICO"

is presented. The result shows the e�ectiveness of

the our method for outdoor navigation of the mobile

robot.

I. Introduction

We are interested in the long distance navigation of
an autonomous mobile robot in an outdoor environment,
such as a campus of university. So, one of the goal of this
research is to realize the navigation of 2kms in the cam-
pus of our university. Many methods for outdoor naviga-
tion have been already proposed. These methods includes
walking on the terrain[1] [2], tracking a white line[3] or fol-
lowing the road edges[4][5]. We have also reported the ex-
periment of outdoor navigation using walls and hedges[6].
Di�erent from tracking or following a line, our method
is principally based on dead reckoning. And the position
estimated by dead reckoning is properly corrected more
precisely when detecting landmark in map information.
But, by the conventional method, it is di�cult to navi-

gate robot in the environment shown in Fig.1, which has
no walls, no painted lines nor no obvious road edges. So,
we propose autonomous mobile robot navigation using

Fig. 1. Example of Outdoor Environment

trees as landmarks in the environment. The method to
update the estimated position of dead reckoning by mea-
suring the point type landmark have already reported by
Komoriya [7], which discussed the selection of landmark
to minimize error ellipse when plural landmarks are avail-
able in the corridor environment. In outdoor environment,
there is no enough landmarks in usual cases. And, the po-
sition of natural landmark can not de�ne precisely. Fur-
thermore, the accuracy of dead reckoning are not good
because the surface of road has bumpier than in corridor.
Therefore, it is more important to correct the estimated
position of dead reckoning by external sensor. Our inter-
est is to navigate a mobile robot robustly in such severe
environment.

In this paper, we propose a method for estimating the
position of a mobile robot using trees, and show the result
of experiment on a guidance of a mobile robot itself by the
proposed method.



II. Positioning using Tree

A. Problem formulation

The mobile robot is assumed to be controlled its motion
based on the estimated position obtained by information
of the internal and external sensors, and quantitative route
map information which includes the trajectories to be fol-
lowed, turning points, turning direction, sensing points of
landmarks and landmark information.
In the assumed environments shown as Fig.1, the

boundary edges of the road is sometimes di�cult to use
as landmark, because the road can be covered with fallen
leaves. On the other hand, trees are suitable landmarks,
because it does not depend on a change of conditions and
its location is constant. Therefore, we use trees as land-
marks for navigation.
The objectives of this research are as follows,

1. Development of a sensor system to detect a tree and
to measure robot's position

2. Developing a position estimation method using the
sensor system

3. Achieving autonomous mobile robot navigation using
the position estimation system

B. Basic strategy of guidance based on dead reckoning
and tree observation

The robot can always observe its current position by
dead reckoning. However, dead reckoning has the accu-
mulated errors.
Therefore, to navigate long distances, the robot must

be able to modify its own estimated position by external
sensors and an environmental map.
The algorithm for positioning using trees is as follows.

In this algorithm, trajectories to be followed and the sens-
ing points to correct the position using the landmarks are
assumed to be planned prior to navigation and supplied
to the robot[8].

1. Guidance of the robot between sensing points is done
based on dead reckoning.

2. The robot obtains the position, width and the slant
information of the tree as a landmark from an envi-
ronmental map, and calculates the expected distance
and direction of tree from the robot.

3. Using these parameters, the tree detection sensor
tries to the tree and measure the distance and di-
rection.

4. If the tree is detected, robot fuses the measured values
and the dead reckoning information using the tech-
nique described in section III, to correct its estimated
position and variance of error.

III. Fusion of the tree detection sensor and

the dead reckoning information

In this section, a method how the robot's position and
the covariances of errors estimated from dead reckoning is
corrected by the measurements made by the tree detection
sensor is described. The errors in the measurements and
the calculations are assumed to be white noise.

A. Position and Error estimation using Dead reckoning

We represent robot's position using the vector

P[t] =
�
x(t) y(t) �(t)

�T
where, (x(t); y(t)) is the two dimensional location of robot
and �(t) is the robot's orientation. The estimated errors
are represented by the covariance matrix of P[t]

�P [t] =

2
4 �x2 �xy �x�

�xy �y
2 �y�

�x� �y� ��2

3
5 (1)

These information are updated every sampling interval
� by accumulating displacement caused by rotation of the
robot's wheels, as

P[t+ � ] = P[t] + �

0
@ v[t]cos(�[t])

v[t]sin(�[t])
![t]

1
A+ �n[t] (2)

Where, v[t] is the velocity, ![t] is the rotational angular
velocity of robot's body, n[t] includes errors of calculations
and sampling.
Let the wheels velocity and the tread be expressed in the

vector form m[t]. And, f [p[t];m[t]] represents �rst and
sencond terms of equation (2). P̂[t] is the estimated value
of P[t], �P[t] is the errors of P̂[t], m̂[t] is the measured
value of m[t], and �m[t] is the errors of m̂[t]. Then,

P[t + � ] = f [P[t];m[t]] + �n[t]

= f [P̂[t] + �P[t]; m̂[t] + �m[t]] + �n[t]

' f [P̂[t]; m̂[t]] + J[t]�P[t] +K[t]�m[t] + �n[t]

= P̂[t + � ] + �P[t+ � ] (3)

Therefore, the errors in dead reckoning increase as

�P[t+ � ] = J[t]�P[t] +K[t]�m[t] + �n[t] (4)



Where,

J(t) =
@f [P(t);m(t)]

@P(t)

����
P̂(t);m̂(t)

K(t) =
@f [P(t);m(t)]

@m(t)

����
P̂(t);m̂(t)

(5)

The covariance matrix �P [t] is represented as

�P [t] = E(�P[t]�P[t]T ) (6)

Therefore, with sampling interval � , the covariance matrix
�P [t] is updated as

�P [t+ � ] = J�P [t]J
T +K�m[t]K

T + � 2�N

(7)

Where,

�m = E(�m[t]�m[t]T )

�N = E(n[t]n[t]T )

B. Position Information by the tree Detection Sensor

Principally, the shape of a tree doesn't depend on the
direction to look at. Therefore, from the tree shape in
the image, it is di�cult to know the observing direction.
Consequently, the position information obtained from a
tree detection sensor is only two dimensional information
with the distance r from tree and angle � between tree and
robot direction. So, even if the location of a tree (xt,yt)
is priori known, we can not obtain the robot's position
directly. However, the robot is expected to be located
on the circumference of a circle which has radius r and a
location center (xt,yt). Then, if the robot's location on the
circumference is �xed, the orientation of the robot become
unique.
We de�ne the vector of information obtained from the

tree as

s =
�
xt yt � r

�T
(8)

In reality, this information contains errors. If we suppose
the errors doesn't have correlation, then, the covariance
matrix �s can be represented as

�s = diag
�
�xt

2 �yt
2 ��2 �r2

�
(9)

The relationship

g[P[t]; s] =

�
(x � xt) + r cos(� + �)
(y � yt) + r sin(� + �)

�

= 02�1 (10)
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Fig. 2. Con�guration of Tree and Robot

can be derived from Fig.2. This equation express the in-
formation provided by the sensor.
Supposing that the errors in position P̂[t] estimated by

dead reckoning are small, we can linearize (10) around
P̂[t] and get

g[P̂[t]; ŝ] + jp(P[t]� P̂[t]) + js�s = 02�1 (11)

Where, ŝ is the measured vector of s, �s is the error of ŝ
and, jp and js are given as

jp =
@g[P(t); s]

@P(t)

����
P̂(t);̂s

js =
@g[P(t); s]

@s

����
P̂(t);̂s

By normalizing both sides of (11) by each row vector of
jp, (11) becomes

Jp(P[t]� P̂[t]) = �G� Js�s (12)

Where, each parameter is calculated as follows:

jjp1j =

q
1 + r̂2 sin2(�̂ + �̂)

jjp2j =

q
1 + r̂2 cos2(�̂ + �̂)

And,

Jp =

2
4 1

jjp1j
0 �r̂ sin(�̂+�̂)
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0 1
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r̂ cos(�̂+�̂)

jjp2j

3
5 (13)
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G =

0
@

(x̂�x̂t)+r̂ cos(�̂+�̂)

jjp1j
(ŷ�ŷt)+r̂ sin(�̂+�̂)

jjp2j

1
A (15)

By adding the normalized vector which is independent
to the each row vectors of Jp, the 3�3 matrix

J0p =

�
Jp

0 0 1

�
(16)

is de�ned. And, the sensor information obtained from tree
detection sensor is represented as

P̂su = J0p(P̂s � P̂[t]) (17)

=

�
�G
a

�
(18)

Where, a is an unde�nite value. i.e. the variance of a is
1. But, the inverse matrix of the covariance matrix �su

is given as

��1
su =

�
(Js�sJ

T
s )

�1
0

01�2 0

�
(19)

Using this matrix, we can get a formula for fusion of dead
reckoning and tree observing.

C. Position correction by Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion

To fuse the information of the tree detection sensor with
the estimated dead reckoning vector P̂[t], the vector P̂[t]
is transformed into the same coordinate as (17).
P̂u[t] denotes the vector P̂[t] in converted coordinates

and �u[t] is its covaliance matrix,

P̂u[t] = 0 (20)

�u[t] = J
0

p�p[t]J
0T
p (21)

Then, Maximum Likelihood Estimation is formulated as

�fu = (�u[t]
�1 +��1

su )
�1 (22)

P̂fu = �fu�
�1
su P̂su (23)

Equations (22) (23) are transformed back into the ex-
pression of xy� axes as,

�f = J
0�1
p �fu(J

0T
p )�1

= f�p[t]
�1 + J

0T
p �

�1
su J

0

pg
�1 (24)

P̂f = P̂[t] + J
0�1
p P̂fu

= P̂[t] +�fJ
0T
p �

�1
su P̂su (25)

This formulation fuses tree detection sensor information
and dead reckoning position information to obtain a cor-
rected estimated position.

IV. A Sensor to detect a tree and measure

the direction and distance

In this section, the constitution of the tree detection
sensor and its algorithm are presented, to obtain the dis-
tance and the direction of a tree.
The requirements of a sensor which detects and mea-

sures the relative position of a tree landmark are as fol-
lows:

� No misdetecting of a landmark

� High accuracy

� Fast calculation

A. Properties of the Sensor

The tree detection sensor is combined with ultrasonic
range sensor and vision system.
Ultrasonic and vision sensors are often used to obtain

external information for mobile robots[10][11]. Ultrasonic
range sensors can measure the distance from a tree using
simple electric circuit. However, using only distance infor-
mation, it is not easy to judge it is reliable or not. Also,
the measured distance is not always obtained from the
direction pointed by the sensor, since the beam width is
wide. A vision sensor can not measure distance directly,
and, usually, it takes a long time to process an image.
However, when a tree is detected in an image, the direc-
tion to the tree can be measured with more high accuracy.
Both the ultrasonic and vision sensors can measure only
one dimensional information, either distance or direction.
Therefore, the information of 2 sensors must be com-

bined. That is to say, the lack of accuracy in direction
which is weakness of ultrasonic range sensor is compen-
sated for by image processing. And, by using the distance
from ultrasonic sensor, we can process the image more
quickly. When the distance of the ultrasonic sensor shows
a suitable value compared with landmark information in
the environmental map, no obstacles between camera and
landmark are expected. And, the tree can be detected by
vision sensor.

B. Tree detection sensor SONAVIS

To detect a tree, we propose a sensor system combining
sonar and vision(named SONAVIS).
As shown in Fig.3, the hardware of SONAVIS consists

of sonar and vision sensors mounted in one body on a turn
table.
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Fig. 3. Con�guration of Sensor Parts for SONAVIS

The software to use the sensor module has the interface
of

int FindTree(&direction,&distance,diameter,slant)

To request sensing, the function FindTree() is called with
the estimated direction, the estimated distance,diameter
and slant of tree. These estimated values are obtained
from the estimated position of robot and the landmark
information stored in the environmental map. The sensor
module detects the tree near the estimated values. As the
result, it outputs the presence or absence of a tree and
returns the measured direction and distance.

C. Algorithm for the detection of Tree and measure

Algorithm Flow:

1. SONAVIS is pointed to the requested direction.

2. The distance from tree is measured with the ultra-
sonic sensor. If the measured distance is not reason-
able compared with the estimated value, return No
Detection.

3. If the measured distance is reasonable, obtain the im-
age, detect the tree, calculate the direction by using
width of the tree in the image, which is obtained from
the measured distance, and so on. If the tree is not
detected in the image, return No Detection.

4. When the expected tree is detected, return the mea-
sured distance and direction, and reply Detection.

Algorithm for Image Processing:

To detect a tree, following two assumption of a tree in
an image are used.

1. Both sides of a tree's trunk in an image are edges in
the vertical direction. w denotes the width of the
tree in the image. d denotes the range in which edges
of the trunk can exist. w and d are calculated from
the measured distance and the landmark information
stored in the environmental map.

2. The tree constitutes the image area in which values
are darker than background and uniform in shading.
Therefore, the di�erential values on the left side edges
of a tree's trunk are negative, di�erential values on the
right side are positive.

We de�ne the horizontal axis as X, the vertical axis as
Y, and the top of left corner is de�ned as (x; y) = (0; 0).
After inputing the image, di�erentials in the X direction

�f [x; y] = �f [x� 1; y] + f [x+ 1; y] (26)

are calculated.
Next, the vertical edges

sp[x] =
nX

y=0

�
�f [x; y] if �f [x; y] > 0
0 otherwise

(27)

sm[x] =
nX

y=0

�
��f [x; y] if �f [x; y] < 0
0 otherwise

(28)

are calculated. Where, n is y value on the boundary be-
tween the ground and the tree in the image, which is calcu-
lated from the distance obtained by the ultrasonic sensor.
To estimate the central axis of the tree,

col[c] =

�w=2+d=2X
m=�w=2�d=2

sm[c+m]+

w=2+d=2X
m=w=2�d=2

sp[c+m] (29)

is evaluated and, �nds the maximum point of col[c].
Where, w=2 + d=2 � c � Xmax � (w=2 + d=2). When we
have a tree of width w on the center position c in the im-
age, col[c] has large value. Therefore, 75% of the value of
maximum of col[c] is used as the threshold. The portions
exceeding of this threshold are considered as candidates
for the central axis of the tree. The local maximum is
used as the central axis of the tree.
For example, in the image shown in Fig.4, the results

of calculations using equation (26) (27) (28) is shown in
Fig.5 and the result using equation (29) is shown in Fig.6

If the position of tree decided using this algorithm is
not unique, the positions are veri�ed again by using the



Fig. 4. Original image with the detected center line(white
line)
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Fig. 6. Evaluated values of the position of tree

characteristics of a tree's trunk in the image. Two char-
acteristics decide center line of a tree. These center lines
are inside a tree's trunk and the values are uniform. That
is to say, the mean value ei of the center line candidate i
is reasonable and that values are uniform.
When the x coordinate value of the center line of can-

didate i is c, the uniformity of values

�[i] =
nX

y=0

jf [c; y]� eij (30)

is calculated. By selecting a minimum �[i], the center line
of the tree is decided uniquely.
The strong point of this algorithm has no multiplica-

tions and consists of only additions and subtractions. Fur-
thermore, in only one scan, the candidates for the center
line are decided. Therefore, the calculation is very fast.

V. Implementation and Experiment

A. Implementation

The SONAVIS was implemented on the experimen-
tal autonomous mobile robot the YAMABICO (Fig.7).
Position estimation sub-system, which includes functions

Fig. 7. Experimental mobile robot YAMABICO

←monochrome
CCD camera

← ultra sonic
range sensor

of position estimation based on dead reckoning and cal-
culation for maximum likelihood estimation, also imple-
mented as a single board sub-system and named POEM
II(Position Estimation module II).



The controller of YAMABICO is modularized, and it
consists of a master module and several function mod-
ules. In the master module, robot's motion is decided and
controlled. Each function module has its own speci�ed
function(motor control, range sensing, and so on). This
schematic architecture is shown in Fig.8.
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(Landmark Information)

Direction
      to Tree 
Distance
     from Tree

SONAVIS

DPM DPM DPM DPM

Position
 Estimation

Motor
 Control

Image
 Processing

Ultra Sonic
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  sensor

POEM II SPUR ISeye SonicEye

Hardware module Process

DPM : Dual Port Memory

Position
 Information

Estimated
 Position

Fusion
  command

Control
  command

DistanceDirection

Fig. 8. Module Structure of YAMABICO

In hardware, each module has an independent CPU(
SONAVIS: 68000(MOTOROLA),POEM II: T805(SGS-
THOMSON)), and all processing is done in parallel. Com-
munication between the master module and function mod-
ules are performed using dual ported memories. The sen-
sor parts of SONAVIS use a ultrasonic sensor produced by
Poraloid Corporation and the CCD monochrome camera
\WAT-906" produced by WATEC CO.,LTD. The maxi-
mum distance which is measured with this ultrasonic sen-
sor is approximately 10 meters long, and, the ultrasonic
beam width is about 20 degrees. The view area of this
camera is approximately 50 degrees.

POEM II calculates it the estimated position and sends
it to the vehicle control module(SPUR) every 5msec
through a transputer link which is fast serial communi-
cation channel. In SPUR, robot is always controlled to
follow the given path. Therefore, by correcting the esti-
mated position, robot changes its path to follow.
The navigation process and SONAVIS process run on

the master module. The navigation process controls the

total robot's behavior for navigation. SONAVIS process
communicates between the SONAVIS module and the
navigation process. Therefore, the program uses SON-
AVIS as one module by a function call which sends data to
the SONAVIS process. Poem II is also used by a function
call which writes data to dual ported memory directly.

B. Experiment

Experiment was performed in the environment which
includes the paved road lined with trees and the tiled road
with trees and hedges. At �rst, robot runs the straight 50
meters long using tree landmarks. Then robot turns to
the right and runs the straight 30 meters long using tree
and hedge landmarks(Fig.9). Fig.1 is the photograph of
this environment.
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Hedge

Lawn

North(x)

West(y)

Fig. 9. Self-guidance of a mobile robot by using tree and
hedge



Sensing points are priori decided and given to the robot.
Tree positions measured on the sensing points are also pri-
ori measured with SONAVIS and given. The values of the
deviation of errors are given as bellow.
�r = 60[mm],�� = 2[degree], (�tx ; �ty ) = (30[mm]; 30[mm])

Trajectory of robot in the result of experiment is shown
in Fig.9. Robot could reach on the goal point and the
error was less than 10cm. Fig.10 shows the correction of
robot position on each sensing point (2, 6, 7 and 11).

Ｓｃａｌｅ　＝
５０ｃｍ

Sensing point 2 Sensing point 7

Sensing point 6 Sensing point 11

Before modifying 

After modifying 

North(x)

West(y)

Fig. 10. Error ellipsoid for each modifying point(before and
after modifying)

VI. Conclusion

We presented a method of mobile robot navigation using
trees. We proposed a method for fusion of tree detection
sensor and dead reckoning information for positioning. We
have developed the sensor system combining sonar and vi-
sion to detect and measure trees. In the result of experi-
ment of self-guidance of a mobile robot, it became obvious
that the robot can be guided using trees as landmarks by
the proposed method. And, it became clear that natu-
ral landmark such as tree is usefull to correct the robot
position by the proposed method.
By experimentation, we realized that it is very di�cult

to make precise environmental map for navigation, which
includes the exact locations of trees. Therefore, in our
future work, we also should consider a half-automatic sys-
tem for making environmental map with the locations of
tree, while the operator manually guide the robot. By
such means, it will be possible to achieve a long distance
navigation by an autonomous mobile robot.
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